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Developer:WILDSODA Android:4.4+ Genre:MOD Size:71.8 Mb Updated:02.08.2019 Current Version:2.1.8 4.9 Download Mine Survival MODE free shopping mode – If you like survival games, then you can't get past this game! The first thing a player sees when he enters the game, beautiful graphics, plenty of characters
to choose from and plenty of locations! Start surviving now!. Track features: hunger, thirst, health; Engaging in carpentls, a large area for research won't let you just stand well; Build, equip yourself with weapons and fight monsters! The game also has day and night changes, as well as season changes. Changes in the
new version - Support for 64-bit devices - Minimal API support for Android: 4.4 KitKat - Regular bugs of Latest news, games, programs. Here you can download the full version of any games and programs on your android device, as well as MOD games, completely free and without registration. All of them are completely
safe because they have checked for viruses and performance. Don't forget to judge us, because it will help us find out better what your options are. Through collections and hunting, you can create tools and buildings. Thanks to you being safe from zombies and lasting for a long time. Suitable for five fashion
environments, create a space to protect you from zombies! + Find a place where there is a lot of water and build a colony! + Build multiple objects and buildings through collection and hunting! + At night, zombies appear! + You can stop zombies by installing Walls, Traps, Towers and Cannons! + Body temperature,
hunger, water management and poo are very important! Don't stare! + Put it on the altar, call it, fight it! You can get the key for the following mode! + Build an altar, call it, and fight! Through collections and hunting, you can create tools and buildings. Through it Protect yourself from zombies and last for a long time.
Adapted to four environmental modes, Create a space that protects yourself from zombies! ■ Find a place where there is a lot of water and build a placement! ■ Build various objects and buildings through collection and hunting! ■ At night, zombies appear! ■ You can stop zombies by installing walls, snacks, towers, and
Canon! ■ Body temperature, hunger, water, and fertilizer management are very important! ■ Put him on the altar, call him, fight him off! You can get the key for the next mode! ■ Build an altar, call it, and fight! The first game of Indie Games developer, Wildsoda! There are many downsides, but I'll keep updating! Please
email me bugs and requests, I'll check them out and apply for them for updates. Please, a lot of attention, love and play. thank you. [List of Items + Craft Guide Links] Survival Mine (Cellular Game) Item + Craft Guide INFO MOD: diamond to unlimited, open everything paid! Download Mine Survival v2.1.4 Apk Mode (Free
Shopping) apk safe download mode : - Sponsored Links - Sponsored Links - Survival Mine v2.2.1 Mode Mode (Free Shopping) Through collections and hunting, you can create tools and buildings. Through it Protect yourself from zombies and last for a long time. Adapted to four mode environments, Create space
protects yourself from zombies! ■ Find a place where there is a lot of water and build a solution! ■ Build various goods and buildings through collection and hunting! ■ At night, zombies appear! ■ You can stop zombies by installing walls, snacks, towers, and Canon! ■ Body temperature, hunger, water, and poo
management are very important! ■ Put him on the altar, call him, fight him off! You can get the key for the next mode! ■ Build an altar, call it, and fight! The first game of Game developer Indie Wildsoda! There are many deficiencies, but I will update continuously! Please email me bugs and requests, i'll check it out and
use it on updates. Lots of attention, love, and play, please. thank you. [ List of Items+ Craft Guide Links ] Mine Survival (Mobile Game) Item List + Craft Guide MODE: Many gaming currencies (buy caps or pets to get it) DOWNLOAD: Mine Survival v2.2.1 Apk Mode (Free Shopping) - PCLOUD LINK Mine Survival v2.2.1
Mode Apk (Free Shopping) - RACATY LINK Survival v2.2.1 Apk Mode (Free Shopping) - ZİPPYSHARE Mine Survival v2.2.1 Apk Mode (Free Shopping) - DRIVE LINK - Sponsored Links - Download Latest APK MODE for Survival Mines , This MODE Includes Unlimited Game Resources. Download Now! The last version
of the collection and hunting of Mine SurvivalThrough, you can create tools and buildings. Through it Protect yourself from zombies and last for a long time. Adapted to five mode environments, Create space protect yourself from zombies! ■ Find a place where there is a lot of water and build solutions!■ Build a variety of
goods and buildings through the collection and hunting!■ At night, zombies appear!■ You can stop zombies by installing walls, snares, towers, and cannons!■ Body temperature, hunger, water, and poo management is very important! Don't starve!■ Put him on the altar, call him, fight him! You can get the key to the next
mode!■ Build an altar, call it, and fight! ■ 2.0.0 Update ■■ Add Cave ■ Add New Ores, Monster, Natural Objects, Drill ■ Add Fever Zone, Unicorn ■ Add 30 Pets (Functions)■ Add Upgrade Steps: Walls, Doors, Attack Towers, Cannons, Traps, Power Towers ■ 2.0.4 ■UPDATE● Add customized game ★ Android MiniMal
Fire : 4.4 'KitKat' ★ NEEDS: RAM , Craft, Building, Defense, First Survival game developer Indie Wildsoda Games! There are many deficiencies, but I will update continuously! Please email me bugs and requests, i'll check it out and use it on updates. Many love, and play, please. thank you. [ Game Guide Link ]
Description: Survival mine - a very interesting and exciting adventure survival project that resonates at once some famous games, but does quite cheerful and and tonality. Gamers will get into a very friendly environment, where during the day wild animals and other animals will hunt them, and at night to visit zombies.
Carpenties, assemblies, extraction of resources, construction, cooking, battles and more awaiting from the front. Of course, if they can survive in the toughest first days. Features: * Find a place where there is a lot of water and build a solution! * Build different goods and buildings by collecting and hunting! * Zombies
appear at night! * You can stop zombies by installing walls, slings, towers and cannons! * Body temperature, hunger, water management and poo are very important! Don't be hungry! * Put him on the altar, call him, fight him off! You can get the key to the next mode!mine-survival-v2-1-8-mod.apk Mine Survival (MOD



Money, Unlocked) - a survival strategy in Minecraft style, but with more beautiful and high-quality graphics. Here you will find: zombies, spiders, hunger, cold, various tasks and more. Build your camp and survive. APK Free shopping mode. With collections and hunting, you can create tools and buildings. Protect yourself
from zombies and last for a long time. Adapted to five environmental modes, make space protecting you from zombies! + At night, zombies appear! + You can stop zombies by installing walls, snares, towers and cannons! + Body temperature management, hunger, water and poo are very important! Don't stare! + Put it
on the altar, call it, fight it! You can get the key for the following mode! + Build an altar, call it and fight! Supported Android {4.4 and UP} Supported Android Version:- KitKat (4.4–4.4.4)- Lollipop (5.0–5.0.2) - Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) -
Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.1) - Nougat (6.0.7.0 – 7.1.1) - Oreo (8.0-8.1) - Pies (9.0) Survival Mine - a very interesting and exciting
adventure project reminiscent of some famous games, but makes some more colorful and fun tones. Players will get in a very hostile environment, where the day they will hunt wild animals and other animals, and at night to visit zombies. Carpenties, assemblies, extraction of resources, construction, cooking, battles and
more waiting ahead. Of course, if they can survive first, the hardest days. Supported Android (4.1 and above) Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0 - 4.0.4), Jelly Beans (4.1 - 4.3.1),KitKat (4.4 - 4.4.4), Lollipop (5.0 - 5.1.1.1),), Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1), Nougat (7.0 – 7.1.1),Oreo (8.0-8.1) Unlike the majority of today's survival
games, taking post-apocalyptic settings with high-realistic graphics, Mine survival is indeed a very simple game to a minimum. If you've ever played and loved the Minecraft game, you Won't be able to ignore survival games like this Minecraft. I know a lot of people would think that Minecraft is already a survival game, but
actually Minicraft is more like a construction simulation game than Survival Mine is a genuine survival game. While it belongs to the survival genre, the game is full of bright combined with the design of the Minecraft-style block, which will surely give players a completely different experience than other games in this
genre. The game begins with the radio announcing that you have been trapped on uninhabited ground, and your mission is to survive until the rescue team arrives. The raw materials around you and you must do what you need to survive. Hunting wild animals for its meat, taking mushrooms from the ground and water
from any pond. But raw meat, mushrooms and pool water are unsafe to eat or drink, therefore players must cook them and clean the water before drinking to avoid the poisoning of their character, and that is when you need to show your talent by building the necessary construction. You need to do various tasks such as
collecting, exploring, hunting and even building to survive. Just like many other survival games, ingame time is also divided into day and night, and because at night you may be attacked by wild animals or even zombies, therefore you need to build construction to protect yourself and craft weapons to fight this attacker.
But before that, you must collect material from the surrounding environment to craft what you need. One of the most important things about survival is the fire, which not only helps you warm up and cook your food, but also helps you to ease the darkest nights. Therefore, players need to build a mountain of fire and make
pain as soon as possible or at least before the night falls. The second important thing is a work desk where you can make any other stuff you need like construction, tools or other weapons. There are four indexes that you should pay attention to namely health, body temperature, hunger, thirst and of course, personal
hygiene. If any of these indicators fall to zero, the character of the player will die. To avoid dying of starvation, take advantage of hunting small animals that do not oppose you to avoid losing health while filling in character hunger. The characters of the player will not last for a few days without water, therefore you also
need to get clean water quickly. Build a water pumine and pour water using buckets or bottles to get potable clean water. Moreover, players cannot just defecate and the toilet will be useful, so why not collect scratches and build their own. Finally, if the character loses health after battling wild animals or zombies, wild
players need to make bandages to heal or build a hospital to rest and heal afterwards. Players can only use their hands to reduce trees or break stones but it takes a lot of time and work, which is why you need tools. Available Basic tools: axes to reduce trees, pickles to break rocks, swords, chest plates and boots to
hunt wild animals and fight zombies. These tools can be made from many different materials such as wood, stone, iron, silver, gold and even diamonds. In addition, there is one thing that players should pay attention to is the resilience of endurance the tool, when the player uses it, the tool will gradually deteriorate and
can no longer be used when durability zero. Rarely the material, the more valuable and increasingly difficult to exploit. Therefore, when using raw materials to make tools, the rarity of the materials, the higher the durability and the efficiency of the tools and diamonds is the rarest as well as the strongest materials you can
get. Always check the durability of your gadget and prepare a new one before the old one rests. Players can choose support boxes initially using coins, boxes contain different supporting items such as pickles, chess plates or some material to help process games faster and safer. And sometimes you'll find a crate on a
map that will give players random stuff once opening it, players can also search for billboards, after watching advertising, players will be rewarded with random material as well. Players will start the game with Cube – only an ordinary guy, but when the level of players increases or uses crystals, the characters will be
locked up with a lot of advantages along with them. For example, Gabriel – an old man character who'll open at level 3 and he'll start the game with a camp already. Many other interesting characters are waiting for you to discover and along with you to survive in the wilderness. Besides that, players can also decorate the
character by wearing a cap received from the gacha game as well as having a random pet friend so that your wonderful journey will not be boring. APK's Survival MOD mine also provides many different game difficulties. That is, the game has 5 levels of difficulty, from easy to hell, players will see significant changes in
each level. The terrain, animals and resources will be increasingly stronger for survivors to challenge player stamina and adaptability. That is, the game has 5 levels of difficulty, from easy to hell, players will see significant changes in each level. Finally, the game also allows playing various levels at the same time, the
game will be saved as soon as you exit the game and continue anytime you want that is really easy! Easy!
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